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Photorefractive materials have received a great deal of attention for

optical signal processing applications [1]. The recent development of
photorefractive polymers which are more cost etlicient and easier to prepare
and modifi then their inorganic counterparts has fireled a recent surge of
research in this area [2,3]. Through gradual improvements of the charge
transport and electrooptic characteristics of the polymers, the
photorefractivity of these materials in marry cases now exceeds those of the
inorganic crystals currently available.

One of the newest organic photorefiactive materials available is
the liquid crystalline thin film [4-7]. The photorefractivity of nematic liquid
crystals is derived from the reorientation of the birefringent rod-like molecules
in the photoinduced space-charge field which subsequently modulates the
index of refraction of the sample. Researchers have utilized Uds effect in
photorefractive polymers by decreasing the glass transition, thereby
permitting orientation of the nonlinear optical chromophores. Since liquid
crystals are composed entirely of the birefiingent chromophore, es opposed to
a fraction within polymer composites, liquid crystals represent en excellent
opportunity to improve the photorefiactive performance of organic materials.
Furthermore, liquid crystaIs do not require large electric fields to align the
non-linear optical chromophores (up to 900kV/cm in some polymers) and
only a 1.5V battery is required to induce directional charge transport. Liquid
crystals, however, typicrdly tirnction in the thin grating regime and have short
photorefractive grating lifetimes.

It would be desirable to combine the very large reorierrtational
effects found in liquid crystals with the charge tsrrnsport characteristics of
polymers to produce longer lived index gratings. It is known that en
anisotropic gel-like material is formed if a smafl amount (1-2 weight pereent)
of a polymeric monomer is dksolved in art aligned liquid crystal and
subsequently photo-polymerized with W radiation in the presence of a
photoinitiator. We report here the preparation end characterization of a
polymer-stabilized liquid crystal as a new type of organic photorefkactive
material. It is designed to maintain the high biretkhtgence end reorientation
characteristics typical of liquid crystals, but permits much smaller
photoretlactive grating fringe spacings and longer lived gratings by altering
the charge tsarrsporf properties of liquid crystals to include charge trapping
effects. The smafler frhtge spacings produce a photorefractive grating in a
nematic liquid crystal that operates in the thick grating (Bragg dtfllaction)
regime. The smaller titnge spacings rue achieved through the incorporation of
easily reduced electron acceptors (see Fig. 1) into the polymer that ah the
charge transport and charge trapping characteristics of the diflirsing ions that
create the space charge field.

Experimental —...
The PSLCS must be photoconductive in order to generate the

space-charge field necessary for photorefkactivi~. Therefore, easily oxidized
and reduced doparrts must be added to produce eftlcientphotoinduced charge
generation and charge migration over macroscopic distances. The nematic
liquid crystal itself is a eutectic mixture of 35% (weight ‘7.) 4’-(rr-octyloxy)-4-
cyanobiphenyl (80CB) and 650/. 4’-(n-pentyl)-4 -cyanobiphenyl (5CB). The
liquid crystal is doped with petylene (PER), which acts es the electron donor
and the light absorbing chromophore (2x 10’M). Perylene has a broad
absorption bend that peaks at 443 nm errd permits the use of the514 nm line
of an ,Ar”laser beam to produce the photorefractive effect. Perylene is also

Figure 1. The monomer NIAC is illustrated,

easily oxidized at 0.8 V vs. SCE. The sample is also doped with 2% (mol ‘%)
of NIAC, which is an acrylate monomer shown in Fig. I (hat conr~ins an
easily reduced 1,4:5.S-naphthalcnediimide moiety (-0.5 eV vs. SCE). Given
the 2.8 eV lowest excited singlet state energy of PER. the free energy for
photogeneration of solvent separated ions via the singlet state is 1.5 eV.
Finally, 0.5 % (mol %) of bcnzoin methyl ether (BME) is added to
photoinitiate polymerization of the NIAC.

Asymmetric beam coupling, photoconductivity, and four-wave
mixing experiments are performed to characterize the photophysics of these
novel materirds. The geometry of the beam coupling experiments is shown in
Fig. 2. Asymmetric beam coupling is a signature ofthe photorefractive effect,
although additional experiments which will be described are needed to veri~
photorefractivity if the grating operates in the thin grating regime.
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Figure 2. The asymmetric beam coupling experimental
geometry is shown. If the grating’s tilnge spacing is large,
the grating operates in the tfdn grating regime and a
diffraction pattern is observed.

Results and Discussion
Figure 3 ilhsstrates the data for equal concentrations (2x10-’M) of

the donors and acceptors in the 5CB/80CB mixture when both are free to
difise and when the acrylate is photopolymerized. Clearly, huge
photorefiactivity is maintained at much lower fkingespacings for the polymer
stabilized material, permitting Bragg regime behavior for the grating. The
unpolymerized samples do not show any measurable beam coupling for fringe
spacings (A) below 8 ~m, whereas the polymerized samples exhibit beam
coupling down to A=2.5 pm. We found that the samples polymerized for 2
minutes exhibhed the highest beam coupling ratios at smatl tihtgespacings.
%rrrples that were polymerized for longer times exhibited reduced beam
coupling at all fringe spacings, whereas those polymerized for only I minute
showed high beam COUPIing at Iarger fringe spacings, but no beam COUPIing
at shorter tlhge spacings in a manner similar to the unpolymerized sarnplcs.
The dependence of two-beam coupling on polymerization time suggests that
optimal photorefractivity is observed when polymerization of NIAC is not
quantitative, and that unpolymerized monomers are present rdong with larger
strings or spheres of polymerized material. The incomplete polymerization
permits mobile PER cations and monomeric NIAC enions that provide for
bulk charge transport to co-exist with the less mobile polymerized NIAC
electron acceptor trapping sites.
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BWR DRYWELL BEHAVIOR UNDER STEAM BLOWDOWN
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ABSTRACT

Historically, thermal hydraulics analyses on Large Break Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCA)
have been focused on the transients within the reactor or steam generator. Few have studied the
effects of steam blowdown on the containment building. This paper discusses some theoretical
issues as well as presenting numerical and experimental results of the blowdown tests performed
at the Purdue IJniversity ~ulti-dimensional Integrated Test &sembly (PUMA).
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1 hJTRODUCTION

In the event of a major Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) such as a guillotine break
on a Main Steam Line, high-pressure steam is
injected into the containment atmosphere.
Cooling the superheated steam is critical in
ensuring that containment pressure remains
below design limits. Historically, active
containment cooling systems such as fans and
sprays were designed to enhance cooling and
condensation rates. However, new passively
safe engineered safety systems such as those
for General Electric Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (SBWR) rely exclusively on natural
circulation to provide core and containment
cooling.

The SBWR Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) is made up of a high pressure
Integral Cooling System (ICS), and” a low
pressure Gravity Driven Condensate System
(GDCS). Long term containment cooling is
provided by the Passive Containment Cooling
Systems (PCCS). The ICS and PCCS consist
of a system of condensers that draw steam
from the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) or

Ultimately, reactor decay heat is transferred to
the atmosphere via PCCS and ICS secondary
pool evaporation.

PCCS operation depends on natural
convection to move discharged steam through
a set of condensers and vent non-condensables
to the Suppression Pool (SP). It is suggested
that the stratification of steam and non-
condensables negatively affect the PCCS heat
removal capability. Therefore, it is important
for design and safety analysis engineers to
understand the thermal hydraulic phenomena
and associated mechanisms of the steam-air
mixture inside the containment subsequent to
reactor blowdown.

In addition to performing the experiments,
a RELAP5 model of PUMA was also created. --
The numerical results were used to set PUMA
initial conditions as well as comparing with
the final results. Even though the RELAP5
model of the Upper Drywell (UDW) is
rudimentary (one large node to represent the
entire UDW); the code adequately predicts
both the reactor and containment pressure and
temperature. However, as expected, the code
results do not provide insights on the UDW’S
three-dimensional thermal hydraulics

containment and return the condensate to the
RPV and GDCS respectively (Figure 1).

phenomena.
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On the other hand. it is found
experimentally that steady state UDW
atmosphere is stably stratified. Furthermore,
wall condensation in the upper Drywell ceases
once the reactor core is flooded by GDCS
injection. Finally, SBWR’S long term
containment cooling is done exclusively by
the PCCS.

2 EXPERIMENTALFACILITY

The Purdue university ~ult -Dimensional
Integral Test ~ssembly, PUMA, was designed
to study both integral and separate effects of
various reactor accident scenarios. It was
scaled to preserve system wide phenomena
and interactions between the safety related
systems as well as local thermal hydraulic
phenomena.

To study long term, low-pressure
performance and interactions of SBWR safety
systems, PUMA was designed to simulate
reactor accidents after the RPV is
depressurized to less than 1.03 MPa (150
psia). This allows PUMA experiments to be

executed at prototypical pressure and ensures
that the most important thermal hydraulic
phenomena within the reactor as well as those
in the containment and other systems at the
PUMA facility are similar to those of the
prototype.

2.1 SCALmG OFPUMA

The scaling of PUMA facility is based on
the both top-down (system level), and bottom
up (local flow structure) principles. The top-
down approach preserves the integral response
functions, control volume and boundary flows.
The bottom up approach presenes local
phenomena such as flashing, choking,
condensation, mixing and thermal
stratification. The integral system scaling
requires that the single and two-phase flows
regimes and structures of the scaled system be
consistent with the prototype. To satisfy this
requirement, the ratios of the dimensionless
numbers between the prototype and scaled
system must be as close to unity as possible.
The control volume and boundary flows
scaIing criteria determine the mass and energy
inventory of the scaled system.
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From these sets of scaling requirements,
the pressure, time, height, power, volume and
other geometric scaling factors are determined
as follows (PUMA/Prototype) [5]:

● Pressure:
● Volume:

● Height:
. Power:
. Time: 2/1

● Area: 1/100

2.2 INSTRUMEFJT~nO~

PUMA is extensively instrumented.
Besides temperature and pressure
measurements, this facility is also capable of
measuring single and two phase flows.
Vortex flow meters are used to measure low
volumetric flow rates; gas sampling system
measures non-condensable concentration etc.
For the purpose of this paper however, only
the instrumentation of the DryWell is
discussed.

The DryWell temperatures are measured
by K-type thermocouples (TC) with estimated
errors of +1 ‘C. The TC locations are designed
to best obtain three-dimensional temperature
distribution and stratification pattern of the
steam-air mixture (Figure 3). There are also
coupled groups of wall and steam temperature
measurements for condensation calculations.
The upper DW gas concentration is
determined by periodic sampling throughout
the duration of the tests. Additionally, in
future experiments, Thermocouple Cross-
Correlation velocity meters will measure
natural convection velocity.

~.3 ExpER~E~T~L ScOpEs

Steam blowdown is simulated by opening
a break valve in one of the main steam lines to
discharge steam to the containment (Figure 1).
Once the reactor coolant level decreases to
approximately 1 meter above top-of-active-

fuel, (about 150 seconds after the opening of
the break valve), the Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS) activates and
sequentially opens the Safety Relief Valves
{SRV’S) and Depressurization Valves (DPV’S)
to discharge steam into containment and
rapidly reduce RPV pressure. Once RPV
pressure is lower than that of the GDCS,
gravity drains cool water (=20°C) from the
GDCS into the RPV. The sequence of ADS
events can be followed from Figure 4.

Initially, the discharged steam inside the
containment is vented to both the SP, through
a series of horizontal vents, and to the PCCS.
Long term cooling of the containment,
however, is handled solely by the PCCS. The
PCCS is situated above the containment
(external to the DW) and draw steam from the
top of the DW dome. Since the containment
is initially filled with inect gas, mostly
nitrogen, the initial high-pressure steam
entrains most of the inert gas and carries it to
the SP [5].

For the SBWR design, once ADS is
activated, all of the decay heat is ejected to the
containment and ultimately expelled to the
atmosphere through the PCCS condensers.
Since the heat removal capacity of the PCCS
is much greater than the reactor decay heat, it
is expected that steady state containment
temperature and pressure would be either
decreasing or constant.

3 NUMERICALMODELS

To set PUIMA initial test conditions,
RELAP5 results were used. Since both the
experiment and RELAP5 have the same
starting point, the experimental results can
then be used to assess RELAP5 thermal
hydraulic models and their predictive
capabilities. However, it should be noted that
since RELAP5 is a one-dimensional code, it
could not give multi-dimensional information
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such as natural convection and stratification
effects in the upper Drywell. To study the
migration and stratification pattern of the
steam-air jet mixture in the upper Drywell, a
2-D (R-Z) turbulent steam jet is modeled
using a commercial Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) package, PHOENICS (by
CHAM). However, the result of that study is
outside of the scope of this paper and is
reserved for another report.

3.1 RELAP5 IMODELOF THEDRYWELL

In RELAP5, three sections, the upper
Drywell, (UDW), middle Drywell (MDW)
and a lower wet-well section represent the
PUMA containment. The UDW is modeled as
two volumes; a thin top layer represents the
connection between UDW and GDCS. A
much larger volume represents the entire
upper Drywell with the PCCS steam inlets
connected to this node [8]. Therefore, strictly
speaking, the Upper Drywell is modeled as
one volume and the mixing is assumed to be
complete.

The difficulty of modeling the upper
Drywell with multiple volumes is apparent.
Since prior to the PUMA experiments, the
Drywell mixing pattern is unknown; therefore,
if more than one node is used to represent the
UDW, it is practically impossible to estimate
the interactions between them. Consequently,
to simpli~ matters and reduce calculation
time, complete mixing in UDW is assumed.
In the final analysis, this is a necessary
assumption since multi-dimensional
information within a vessel is not easily
computable with

4 REStJLTS

RELAP5.

The results presented here are from several
different PUMA blowdown experiments. The
experimental results are consistent and

repeatable. The RELAP5 results also agree
well with PUMA experiments.

4.1 RELAP5 vs. EXPERIMENT

Globally, RELAP5 results match PUMA
experimental results very closely. Figure 5
shows remarkable agreement in RPV pressure.
RELAP5 encounters more difficulty in
predicting Drywell pressure (Figure 6).
Experimentally, RPV and DW pressures from
different tests agree extremely well with each
other during the blowdown phase and slightly
diverge to different asymptotic levels. The
cause for this divergence was found to be a
clogged PCCS condensate return line. In any
case, agreements in both trends and levels
between RELAP5 outputs and experiments are
quite acceptable.

RELAP5 is not as capable in predicting
the containment temperature as it is in
predicting pressure. Though the trend was
generally correct, RELAP5 over-predicts the
temperature rise subsequent to the GDCS
injection by as much as 5°C (Figure 7).

Finally, since it is difficult to match the
initial conditions for each blowdown tests, it is
reasonable to expect that the initial values of
the transients may be different. Except for
explainable mechanical failures, the final
asymptotic states in the RPV, DW and PCCS
are expected to converge within reasonable
limits of accuracy.

4.2 CONDENS~TXOX

Prior to these PUMA blowdown
experiments, it was not clear how important a
role condensation plays in these passively safe
designs. In this analysis, two UDW
condensation modes are considered:
homogeneous and laminar wall condensation.
It is found that neither mode of condensation
contributes significantly to long-term
containment cooling.
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4.2.1 Homogeneous Condensation

Homogeneous condensation is possible
when steam is isothermally compressed to a
pressure slightly above saturation pressure [1].
This mode of condensation is often observed
in smooth expansion joints where the slight
increase in pressure causes droplets to form.
However, Figure 8 shows that in the PUMA
Drywell, homogeneous condensation is never
possible because the steam atmosphere is
always slightly superheated.

4.2.2 Wall Condensation

Experiments show that wall condensation
is possible only during the initial blowdown
phase. Following GDCS injection, the upper
Drywell atmosphere was cooled below that of
the DW walls (Figure 10). Therefore DW
wall condensation effectively stopped
subsequent to GDCS injection. The film

condensation was laminar with Reij <30 [4],

and film thickness of &JDw S 3.3 mm in the
upper DW and &Dw S 4.5 mm in the mid-
section. The total computed wall
condensation rate was less than 20 grn/s. With
the duration of wall condensation of about 250
seconds, compared to the total RPV and
GDCS inventory, the condensate return in the
containment is negligible.

4.3 LONGTERM COPJT.MNMENTCOOLmG

The bulk of long term containment cooling
is done by the Passive Containment Cooling
System. During the initial phase of ADS
blowdown, almost all of the discharged steam
is pushed to. the SP through the horizontal
vents and condensed by Direct Contact
Condensation. Also during the early stages of
RPV depressurization, Ishii et. al. suggested
that due to high momentum flux carried by the
discharged steam jet, most of the non-

condensables [=99.9949c), would be carried to
the SP gas space [5]. From Figure 11, it is
clear that for the first 250 seconds after the

blowdown, the complete mixing hypothesis is
correct.

The remaining non-condensables are
trapped in the PCCS condenser tubes and
eventually are vented to the SP via vent lines.
Since the design PCCS heat removal capacity
is greater than the reactor decay heat, it is
expected that at some point, DW pressure
would fall below that of the SP. A series of
vacuum break check valves were installed to
equalize DW and SP pressures. During these
vacuum-break pressure equalization events,
some non-condensables may be released to the
DW. However, eventually they would be
carried to the PCCS condensers and then
vented to SP. The DW-PCCS-SP non-
condensable venting phenomenon is currently
being studied ~aggressively by many ‘
investigators. The DW-PCCS-SP venting and
vacuum break events can be seen as
corresponding periodic step changes in the
DW and SP pressure differences (Figure 12).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The blowdown tests show that the PUMA
facility is well designed and operated. The
data is consistent and repeatable. Comparing
RELAP5 results with experiments, the degree
of agreement is remarkable. RELAP5 is
adequate in predicting bulk
temperatures and pressures.

Figure 11 shows
temperature stratification.
temperature change of
stratification is considered

RPV and DryWell

significant DW
With the rate of

1.15’C/m, the
to be stable [6].

For these tests, the natural convection velocity
probes were not installed; thus no direct
measurement of natural convection flow
inside the DW is available. However, based
on the analysis of gas space and wall
temperature distribution, natural convection
flow in the upper Drywell is believed to be
very smail. Wolf L. and Mun K. [ 10] reported
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that for the scaled AP600 facility, the
measured natural convection velocity was as
low as 0.10 rrds.

Experimental data show that wall
condensation occurred very briefly during the
initial blowdown phase. Subsequent to GDCS
injection however, DW wall temperatures
were about 1‘C higher than that of the bulk
steam temperature. Thus, GDCS injection
effectively stopped the wall condensation
process. Additionally, because the discharged
steam inside the containment was always
slightly superheated throughout the blowdown
tests, homogeneous condensation was not
possible.

Finally, long term containment cooling by
the PCCS is not significantly affected by the
temperature stratification. Non-condensables
were effectively vented and trapped in the gas
space of the SP and did not affect long-term
operation of the PCCS. In all cases, the PCCS
was able to remove all decay heat to the
atmosphere, with steady state containment
temperature and pressure were either constant
or decreasing.
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